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Abstract. 

In this paper we re-visit the moduli problem for regular holonomic V-modules 
with normal crossing singularities, and give a new definition of semistability, 
more general than the older notion, construct the moduli scheme, and describe 
its points. Independently of this, we introduce another natural parabolic no
tion of stability for such V-modules, and construct the moduli in a special 
case. 

§1. Introduction 

Let X be a smooth complex projective variety. In his path-breaking 
paper [13], Simpson constructed a moduli scheme for pairs (E, V') con
sisting of an algebraic vector bundle E on X with an algebraic integrable 
connection V'. These objects (E, V') are exactly the Ox-coherent regular 
holonomic Vx-modules, where Vx is the sheaf of linear partial differ
ential operators on X in the algebraic category. Using the methods 
introduced by Simpson, the present author embarked on a program to 
solve the moduli problem for general regular holonomic Vx-modules on 
X. To begin with, the general case differs from the case considered by 
Simpson in the following two important respects. 

(1) Firstly, such a Vx-module need not be Ox-coherent, so we have to 
replace it by an Ox-coherent description in order to apply the usual 
Hilbert schemes and GIT-based machinery of moduli theory. 

(2) Secondly, the resulting Ox~coherent objects (which now replace the 
original Vx-modules) need to have a reasonable intrinsic notion of sta
bility (or semi~stability) defined on them, which will correspond to GIT 
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stability (or semi-stability) in the course of moduli construction. Simp
son could do without explicitly introducing any notion of semi-stability 
in the case of an integrable connection (E, V'), as the Hilbert polynomial 
of the underlying vector bundle E automatically equals that of a trivial 
vector bundle of the same rank. 

In a sequence of three papers [10], [12] (jointly with Claude Sabbah) and 
[11], the above programme was carried out for regular holonomic Vx
modules with singularities over a normal crossing divisor Y in X. We fix 
the normal-crossing divisor Y in X, and take the resulting stratification 
of X by locally closed smooth subvarieties Zi c X defined as the locus 
where exactly d - i branches of y intersect for i < d, and with zd = 
X - Y. This gives rise to a conical Lagrangian subvariety Cv,x of 
T* X which is the union of the co-normal bundles Nz,,x c T* X over 
i ~ d. We require that the characteristic variety car(M) of our regular 
holonomic Vx-modules M should be contained in Cv,x. A moduli for 
the corresponding perverse sheaves (which are exactly those perverse 
sheaves on X which are cohomologically constructible with respect to 
the stratification Zi) was also constructed in the above papers, and 
the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence was shown to define an analytic 
morphism at the level of moduli. 

However, the results so far had the following drawbacks. 

(A) Instead of a moduli for the Vx-modules themselves, the above con
structions give a moduli for so-called 'pre-V-modules' which are Ox
coherent avatars of Vx-modules (can be thought of as Vx-modules with 
level structures). For example, instead of meromorphic connections we 
make a moduli for logarithmic connections. There is more than one 
pre-V-module structure on any V-module. 

(B) The semistability condition on the pre-V-modules in [12] and [11] 
is too restrictive, which though an open condition, leaves out a large 
class of V-modliles (which should ideally form some other irreducible 
components in a larger moduli). 

(C) The link between meromorphic connections and Higgs bundles, es
tablished by Biquard [2] as a generalisation of the Narasimhan-Seshadri
Donaldson-Hitchin-Corlette-Simpson correspondence is neglected in the 
earlier moduli construction. Recall that the theorem of Biquard [2] 
makes a correspondence between parabolic stable logarithmic connec
tions and parabolic stable Higgs bundles, when singular set Y is a smooth 
divisor. 
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The present article presents an improved moduli construction, to take 
care of the above points. We succeed in fully overcoming drawbacks (A) 
and (B) of the earlier constructions, and partly overcome (C). 

The improvement in points (A) and (B) is made by paying attention to 
the relationship between the topology of the normal bundles of the com
ponents of the divisor on one hand and residual eigenvalues on the other 
hand. This has nothing to do with parabolic stability. Independently 
of this, to take care of point (C) we present another variation on the 
moduli construction for regular meromorphic connections via a natural 
parabolic definition of semi-stability for Deligne lattices (which explains 
the title of this article). 

This article is arranged as follows. In Section 2, we set up preliminaries 
involving V-modules and some topological properties. 

In Section 3, we define the natural parabolic structure on a Deligne con
nection (which is the logarithmic connection corresponding to a regular 
meromorphic connection with real parts of residual eigenvalues in [0, 1), 
which was constructed by Deligne in early 1970's), and in section 4 we 
give the construction of a moduli for parabolic stable Deligne connec
tions. Our construction presently works only under an extra assumption 
on the logarithmic tangent bundle of (X, Y), which we expect to remove 
in the future. 

In Section 5, we treat the case of regular holonomic V-modules whose 
singularity locus Y is a smooth divisor. We show how to improve our 
earlier constructions so as to overcome the limitations (A) and (B) dis
cussed above. In Section 6, this is done in the general case where Y is 
normal crossing. 

§2. Preliminaries 

V-modules 

Let X be a nonsingular complex projective variety, with Vx the sheaf 
of linear partial differential operators acting on Ox (in the algebraic 
category). 

Recall that Vx is generated as a sheaf of C-algebras by Ox and Tx 
where Ox are the scalar operators on Ox while the tangent sheaf Tx 
acts on Ox by differentiation. We have the relations U- f~ = ~(!) 
and ~ry-·ry~ = [~, ry] for f E Ox and~' ryE Tx. The inclusion Ox c Vx 
makes Vx a left-right Ox-bimodule. For any i 2: 0, let FiVx C Vx 
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be the left Ox-submodule generated by the image of 0(:Tx -+ Vx. 
Then each pi1Jx a left-right sub-Ox-bimodule, which is hi-coherent as 
an Ox-module. We have F 0 1Jx =Ox, F 11Jx =Ox EB Tx as left-Ox
module, pi1Jx · FJVx = pi+J1Jx, and Ui>O FJVx = Vx. Moreover, 
[Fi1Jx, FJVx] c pi+]- 11Jx, and the asso~iated graded object is the 
graded Ox-algebra Sym0xTx. 

By the phrase 'Vx-module' we will mean a left-Vx-module which is 
Ox-quasi-coherent, unless otherwise indicated. 

A Vx-module M is Vx-coherent if and only if locally there exists a 
filtration FiM by Ox-coherent Ox-submodules which is FiDx-good: 
pi1Jx FJ M c pi+j M, pi M = 0 for i < < 0 and locally :l k such that 
pi1JxFkM = pk+iM for all i ~ 0. 

The characteristic variety car(M) C T* X is the set-theoretic support 
of gr(M) as a SymoxTx-module. This is well-defined. 

A Vx-coherent module M is said to be holonomic if dim(car(M)) = 
dim( X) or if M = 0, and regular holonomic if moreover local filtra
tions can be so chosen that car(M) is a reduced subscheme. 

Universal degree of line bundles 

Definition 2.1. Let X be a path-connected topological space, and 
La complex line bundle on X, with first Chern class c1 (L) E H 2 (X;Z). 
Then we will call the non-negative integer d which generates the image 
of the group homomorphism c1(L) n- : H2 (X; Z)-+ H0 (X; Z) = Z as 
the universal topological degree of L. 

The following lemma explains the above terminology. 

Lemma 2.2. The universal topological degree of L as defined above 
is the greatest common divisor of the degrees of all pull-backs of L to 
connected oriented compact hausdorff topological 2-manifolds under con
tinuous maps. 

The above follows immediately from the following elementary lemma. 

Lemma 2.3. Let X be a topological space, and let c E H 2 (X) be 
a singular cohomology element with coefficients Z. Then there exist 
oriented connected compact hausdorff topological manifolds Y1, ... , Yn 
and continuous maps fi : Yi -+ X such that c = Li fi* [Yi] where 
[Yi] E H2(1i) denotes the fundamental class of}i. 0 

Lemma 2.4. (1) Let S be a hausdorff, path connected topological 
space, and let N be a complex line bundle on S. Let x E S, and let 
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x E Nx - 0 where Nx is the fiber of N over x. Let N- S denote the 
complement of the zero section of N. Let T E 7rl ( N - s, x) denote the 
image of the positive generator of n 1 (Nx -0, x) under the homomorphism 
induced by inclusion Nx- 0 '---+ N- S. Then T lies in the center of the 
group nr(N- S, x). 

(2) Let C be a compact real oriented surface of genus g 2 0, and let N 
be a complex line bundle on C of degree d. Let x 0 E C, and let xo be a 
non-zero point in the fiber of N over xo. If d = 0 then N is topologically 
trivial, and so n1(N- C,xo) ~ n 1 (C,x0 ) x n 1(ex). More generally 
for arbitrary d, the fundamental group n 1 (N- C, xo) has the following 
description in terms of generators and relations. LetT E 7rl (N - c, xo) 
denote the positive loop in Nxo - 0 with base point XQ. Let x 1 =/= x 0 be 
another point on C, so that the fundamental group n 1 ( C- x 1 , x 0 ) is the 
free group F(ai, bi) on certain generators ai, bi with 1 :::; i :::; g where 
g 2 0 is the genus of C, and nr( C, xo) is the quotient of F(ai, bi) by the 
relation Il aibiai 1 bi 1 = 1. Then 1r1 ( N - C, xo) is the quotient of the 
free group F ( ai, bi, T) by the relation 

(3) Let J.Ld(C) denote the group of d th roots of 1 in e (in particular 
we take J.Lo(C) = ex). Then under any multiplicative character p : 
n1 ( N- C) ----+ ex, the image p( T) lies in J.ld ( q, moreover, the following 
sequence of abelian groups is short exact 

where the first map is induced by the projection N - C ----+ C and the 
second map is given by p f---+ p( T). 

The above sequence admits a splitting, hence for all d there is an iso
morphism 

Proof. (1) See Lemma 2.2.(1) in [11]. 

(2) This follows by considering the projection p : N - C ----+ C and 
applying the Van Kampen theorem to the union N - C = p- 1 (U) U 

p- 1(C- xi) where U is an open disc around x 1 which contains x 0 . Note 
that N is trivial over U and over V = C - x 1 , and with respect to any 
choice of trivializations, the transition function gu,v : U - X1 ----+ ex 
has winding number equal to d. This fact gives rise to the relation 

d I1 b -lb-1 T = i ai iai i . 
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(3) This follows by the description of n 1(N- C) given in (2). Another 
proof can be given by a combination of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence and 
the universal coefficient theorem for coefficients rex. Yet another proof 
follows from the Gysin sequence. D 

§3. Parabolic connections 

Seshadri's original introduction of parabolic structures on vector bundles 
on curves, starting from a unitary monodromy representation of the fun
damental group of the complement of a finite set of points, should rightly 
be viewed as a precursor of the general construction of a Deligne lattice. 
Following this, it has been a common observation (independently due to 
many mathematicians) that there is a natural parabolic structure 
on any Deligne construction where parabolic weights are real parts of 
residual eigenvalues, and for this parabolic structure the parabolic de
gree is zero. In particular, any such parabolic logarithmic connection is 
automatically par-JL-semistable. 

Drawing inspiration from this, we take parabolic Gieseker semi-stability 
as the condition for moduli construction. This is somewhat more re
strictive than par-JL-semistability, but better suited for GIT methods. 
We combine the moduli construction methods invented by Simpson [13] 
and Maruyama-Yokogawa [9] to construct a moduli space. 

Price to pay 

In comparison with the moduli construction of [10], the parabolic con
struction given here has the restriction that now we have to fix eigen
values of residue. However, this is not so severe a restriction, for this is 
automatic along all those components Ya for which the universal topolog
ical degree (see Definition 2.1) 5(Na) of the normal bundle Na = Nya,X 
is non-zero, as the local loop Ta around Ya maps to J(Na) th roots of 1 
under any n1 (X - Y) ---> C x as a consequence of Lemmas 2.4 and 2.2. 

Next, note that the moduli construction is for connections that are para
bolic Gieseker semistable, which need not coincide with par-JL-semistable 
connections. However, in case all components of the divisor have self
intersection zero (for example, when X is a curve) or if the residue is 
nilpotent, then par-Gieseker semistability coincides with par-JL semista
bility. 
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So far, our construction works only for parabolic stable bundles in the 
special case where the vector bundle Tx (logY) is generated by global 
sections. We would like to see this restriction removed in the future. 1 

Parabolic sheaves and parabolic bundles on (X, Y) 

Let X be a non-singular variety and let Y c X be a normal crossing 
divisors, whose irreducible components Ya are smooth. Our notion of 
a parabolic bundles on (X, Y) and parabolic Hilbert polynomials is a 
slight generalisation of the notions introduced by Maruyama and Yoko
gawa. The difference is that for us the parabolic structure lives on the 
normalisation of Y, rather than on Y itself as originally in [9]. 

Definition 3.1. Let X and Y be as above. A parabolic sheaf on 
(X, Y) consists of the following data. 

(1) A coherent sheaf of Ox-modules Eon X, called the underlying Ox
module of the parabolic sheaf. 

(2) For each irreducible component Ya a strictly decreasing filtration 
(of length p( a) which depends on a) of the restriction E I Ya by coherent 
subsheaves 

These filtrations are called the quasi-parabolic structure on E. 

(3) For each component Ya a sequence of real numbers 0 ::; aa,l < ... < 
aa,p(a) < 1, called the parabolic weights. 

For simplicity of notation, a parabolic sheaf will be denoted just by E. 

If the underlying Ox-module E is locally free and moreover if each 
Fa,i(E) is a vector subbundle of EIYa, then E is called a parabolic bun
dle on (X, Y). 

Remark 3.2. It is usual to combine (2) and (3) and define a de
creasing filtration of EIYa by subsheaves Fa,a(E) indexed by a E [0, 1) 
which is left-continuous and has finitely many jumps which take place 
at the aa,i· 

Definition 3.3. Let E be a parabolic sheaf and let E' c E be a 
coherent subsheaf. The induced parabolic structure onE' is defined 
as follows. For any Ya and a E [0, 1) we define Fa,a(E') to be the 
inverse image of Fa,a(E) under the map E'IYa ----> EIYa which is induced 

11n their preprint [6], lnaba, Iwasaki and Saito have independently given 
a moduli construction for parabolic connections when X a curve, without any 
such restriction. 
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by£'~£. By Remark 3.2, this indeed defines a parabolic structure on 
£'. 

Parabolic Hilbert polynomial 

Let H be a very ample divisor on X, and Ox(H) the corresponding 
line bundle. For any coherent sheaf :F on X, by x(:F, m) we mean the 
Euler characteristic of :F(mH) on X. Inspired by Maruyama-Yokogawa 
(but with the difference that our formulation requires Y to be normal 
crossing, and pays attention to individual components Ya), we define the 
parabolic Hilbert polynomial of a parabolic sheaf as follows. 

Definition 3.4. Let £ be a parabolic sheaf. The parabolic Hilbert 
polynomial of £ is defined by the formula 

parx(t:,m) = x(£(-Y),m) + :L:~::::a~a,iX(Fa,i(£)/Fa,i+l(£),m) 
a i 

When there is only one parabolic weight equal to 0, then note that 
parx(t:,m) = x(£(-Y),m). 

Remark 3.5. If we index the filtration by a varying over [0, 1) and 
define the graded object gra,a(t:) as 

gra,a(£) = Fa,a(E:)j Fa,a+e(£) 

where E > 0 is sufficiently small, then the above formula becomes 

parx(t:,m) = x(£(-Y),m) + L 11 x(gra,a(t:),m)ada 
a 0 

where x(gra,a(t:), m) is regarded as a distribution based at the point a. 

Residues and Chern classes for logarithmic connection 

Let (x1, ... , xd) be local coordinates on X, with Y locally defined by 
x1x2 · · · Xm = 0. Then Dl(logY) is locally free with basis dxl/x11 .. • , 

dxm / Xm, dxm+ 11 ..• , dxd. Let Y---+ Y denote the normalisation of Y. 
The Poincare residue map 

res : Dl(logY)IY---+ 0-
y 

is defined by dxa/Xa ~ 1 for a~ m and dxb ~ 0. 

The link between residues and Chern classes originates from the follow
ing basic fact. 
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Lemma 3.6. The Poincare residue map fits in a short exact se-
quence 

0 ____, 0\- '-----> 0\-(logY) ~ 0- ____, 0 
y 

Under the connecting map H 0 ("Y, 0-) ____, HI(X, 0\-) we have 1 >------* -[Y]. 
y 

The composite map E 2 0\-(logY) Q9 Ely~ El-, is Ox-linear for any 
y 

a logarithmic connection ( E, V') (even though V' is not so). Pullback to 

Y defines a section res(V') E End(EI- ), called the residue of (E, V'). 
y 

This has the following description in terms of local coordinates. Let ei 
be a local basis forE, andY locally defined by XIX2 · · · Xm = 0 as above. 
Then we can write 

where Ri,a and q,b are local sections of Ox. The matrices (R{aiYJ 
define res(V') on EIYa, where Ya is locally defined by Xa = 0. 

Lemma 3. 7. Let X be a non-singular variety (not necessarily com
pact), and let Y C X be a normal-crossing divisor on X whose irre
ducible components Ya are smooth. (E, V') a vector bundle with a loga
rithmic connection on (X, Y). Then the following holds: 

(1} For each component Ya, the corresponding residue Ra E End(EiyJ 
has a constant conjugacy class, in particular, the characteristic polyno
mial of Ra has constant coefficients. 

(2} Around any point X E X which lies on a k-fold intersection YIn ... 
n Yk of components of Y, there exists a holomorphic trivialization of E 
with respect to which the all corresponding residues RI, ... Rk have con
stant matrices, and these commute. In particular, for any non-negative 
integers qi, ... , qk, the function Tr(Ri 1 • • • R'f/) is locally constant on 
Yin ... nyk· 

Proof. (1) Let Y; be the open subscheme of Ya defined as Ya -
ub#a Yb. Let (xi' ... ' X d) be etale local coordinates on a neighbourhood 
V in X, with Ya locally defined by XI = 0, and Y locally defined by 
XI ... Xm = 0, so Tx (logY) has local basis XIch, ... 'Xm8m, am+ I ... ' ad 
where ai = a;axi. The restriction EIY,:nv has an integrable connection 
D defined by Da, u = V' a, u for all i 2:: 2. It follows from the facts that 
V' iS integrable and [XI ai 1 ai] = 0, that [V' x 1 81 l V' aJ = 0 for all i :::: 2. 
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Hence with respect to the connection on End(E)IY~nv induced by the 
connection Don EIY~nv, the residue is a flat section of End(E)IY,;nv· 
The result follows as Y~ is dense in Ya. 

(2) This follows by an argument similar to the above by considering 
a flat holomorphic basis for the integrable connection induced on the 
restriction of E to Y1 n ... n Yk n V. Q.E.D. 

Connection with Newton classes Np(E) 

It is a well-known fact (see [Esnault-Viehweg 1986]) that for any loga
rithmic connection, Residue f-+ Atiyah obstruction f-+ Newton classes. 

For p 2: 0, by definition the p th complexified Newton class of a vector 
bundle E is the element of H 2P(Xan; q given by Np(E) = Ll:<:;i:<:;rhi)P 

where r = rank(E) and /i are the complexified Chern roots of E. 

Let Y = Y1 U ... U Ym with irreducible components Ya smooth, crossing 
normally. Let 

Then as a consequence of Lemma 3.6, we have 

where [Ya] = c1 (0x(Ya)) E H 2(xan;q. Consequently the Chern char
acter ch(E) = r + N 1 + N 2 /2 + N 3 /3! + ... is determined by the residue. 

Nat ural parabolic structure on logarithmic connections 

Definition 3.8. We will say that a logarithmic connection (E, V') 
on (X, Y) is a Deligne connection if the real parts of all eigenvalues 
of the residue Ra E End(EIYa) over each irreducible component Ya of Y 
all lie in the interval [0, 1). Let 0:::; Da,l < ... < aa,p < 1 be the distinct 
real parts of the residual eigenvalues along Ya (it is possible that two 
distinct eigenvalues have the same real part). Then EIYa gets a direct 
sum decomposition 

EIYa = Ea,l EB · · · EB Ea,p 

where Ea,i is the direct sum of all generalised eigensubbundles V>. C EIYa 
of Ra corresponding to all eigenvalues .A. with real part Re(.A.) = aa,i· 
This in particular allows us to define a decreasing filtration 
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where Fa,i = ttJj?_iEa,j which is a vector sub bundle of Elva. The filtra
tion Fa,i with weights aa,i is the natural parabolic structure on a 
Deligne connection E. 

Parabolic Hilbert polynomial of a Deligne connection 

Let H be a very ample divisor on X, and Ox(H) the corresponding line 
bundle. For any coherent sheaf F on X, by x(F, m) we mean the Eu
ler characteristic of F(mH) on X. Generalising Maruyama-Yokogawa, 
we define the parabolic Hilbert polynomial of a Deligne connection as 
follows. 

Proposition 3.9. Let E be a Deligne connection and let Elva = 
Ea,1 ffi ... ffi Ea,p be the direct sum decomposition as in Definition 3.8 
indexed by the real parts of eigenvalues of residues. Then the parabolic 
Hilbert polynomial of E satisfies the following equality. 

parx(E,m) = x(E(-Y),m) + L:Oa,iX(Ea,i,m) 

Proposition 3.10. The parabolic Hilbert polynomial of a Deligne 
connection has the form 

(E ) _ r(E)[H]d d r(E)(c1(X)j2- [Y])[H]d-1 d- 1 
par x , m - 1 m + (d _ )I m + ... d. 1 . 

where the remaining terms are of degrees :::; d- 2 in m. 

In particular, the parabolic degree of any such E is zero and so any such 
E is necessarily parabolic f-1,-semistable. 

Proof. By Riemann-Roch theorem, we get x(E(-Y),m) = 

r(E)[H]d d (r(E)c1(X)j2 + c1(E( -Y)))[H]d-1 d- 1 
d! m + ( d - 1)! m + · · · 

(lower order terms in m), and 

"' "' r(Ea,i)[Ya][H]d- 1 d-1 
L..aa,iX(Ea,i,m) = L..aa,i (d _ 1)! m + · · · 

By the relationship between residue and Chern classes described earlier, 

Substituting in the above equation gives 

"' c1(E)[H]d- 1 d- 1 
L aa,iX(Ea,i, m) =- (d _ 1)! m + · · · 

Hence we get the desired equality for par x(E, m). Q.E.D. 
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Remark 3.11. In contrast to the coefficients of degrees d and d-1, 
the coefficients of par x(E, m) in degrees ::; d- 2 can depend on data 
involving residual eigenvalues and their intersection multiplicities. So 
parabolic Gieseker semistability is not automatic except in special cases 
-say when each [Ya][Yb] = 0 or when along each Ya there is exactly one 
parabolic weight Re(.Aa,i)· In particular if all residues Ra are nilpotent, 
then par x(E, m) = r(E) · x(Ox( -Y), m) and so parabolic Gieseker 
semistability is automatic when all local monodromies are unipotent. 

Definition 3.12. We say that a Deligne connection E is parabolic 
semistable if for each nonzero V'-invariant vector subbundle F with 
0 =I= F =I= E, we have 

par x(F, m)lr(F) ::; par x(E, m)lr(E) 

where r(F) and r(E) are the ranks of the respective vector bundles, and 
F is given the induced parabolic structure. If strict inequality always 
holds, we say that E is parabolic stable. 

Strong local freeness 

Lemma 3.13. Let E be a Deligne connection on (X, Y), and let 
:F C E be an Ox-coherent sub-Vx(logY)-module. If EI:F is torsion
free then E I :F is locally free, that is, :F is a vector sub bundle of E. 

Proof. Let M be the local system on X- Y defined by Elx-Y· 
As :Fix-Y is an Ox_y-coherent Vx_y-module, it is locally free, and 
its local integrable sections define a sub local system .C C M. The 
Deligne construction applied to this inclusion of local systems gives a 
vector subbundle V C E, with Vlx-Y = :Fix-Y· The composite :F --f 
E --f E IV is zero on X - Y hence identically zero, as E IV is locally 
free hence torsion-free. So :F C V. As Vlx-Y = :Fix-Y, it follows 
that VI :F is a torsion sheaf, while the inclusion VI :F C E I :F into E I :F 
together with the hypothesis that E I :F is torsion-free, shows that VI :F 
is torsion-free. It follows that VI:F = 0, and so :F = V. Q.E.D. 

Because of the following lemma, we do not need to impose any condition 
on V'-invariant 0-coherent subsheaves other than vector subbundles. 

Lemma 3.14. Let E be a Deligne connection on (X, Y), and let 
:F c E be a non-zero Ox-coherent sub-Vx(logY)-module. Let :F C E 
be the inverse image of the torsion subsheaf (E I :F) tors of E I :F under 
the quotient map E --f E I :F. Then :F is a vector subbundle of E which 
is invariant under '\7, and given the induced parabolic structures on :F 
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and F, the normalised parabolic Hilbert polynomials satisfy 

par x(F, m)/r(F) ::; par x(F, m)/r(F) 

Equality holds (if and} only ifF= F, that is, {if and) only ifF c E is 
a vector subbundle. 

Proof. By Lemma 3.13, F is a vector subbundle of E which is 
invariant under \7. Moreover, Flx-Y = Flx-Y which in particular 
means r(F) = r(F). The parabolic filtration on FIYa is induced from 
that on FIYa, which implies that we have inclusion of corresponding 
graded pieces gra,a(F) C gra,a(F). These inclusions, along with the 
inclusion F C F give the inequality between parabolic Hilbert polyno
mials par x(F, m) ::; par x(F, m). Now the result follows by dividing by 
r(F) = r(F). 0 

Remark 3.15. Sub-connections of E have only finitely many pos
sible Hilbert polynomials and parabolic Hilbert polynomials. This is be
cause the residual eigenvalues (with multiplicities) of a sub-connections 
of E come from that of E, and these determine the Hilbert polynomials 
and parabolic Hilbert polynomials. 

Lemma 3.16. In any family E of Deligne connections parametrised 
by a scheme S, the conditions of parabolic semistability and parabolic 
stability define open subschemes of S. 

Proof. Let 7r : Q --+ S be the relative quot scheme of 0-coherent 
quotients of E having any one of the possible Hilbert polynomials for 
quotients modulo sub-connections. There are only finitely many such 
polynomials by Remark 3.15, so Q is proper overS. The condition that 
the kernel of the quotient is \7-invariant is a closed condition, defining 
a closed subscheme Q' c Q. Note that Q' has a closed subschemes 
Q1 c Q2 C Q' such that S- n(Q2) is the stable locus and S- n(Q1) is 
the semi-stable locus inS, hence these are open inS. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 3.17. Let Y c X be a smooth divisor such that [Y] 2 = 
0 E H 4 (xan; C). Then for any logarithmic connection E which is a 
Deligne extension with natural parabolic structure, the parabolic Hilbert 
polynomial equals r(E)x(Ox( -Y), m). 

Proof. Note that [Y] = L:a[Ya] and by assumption, [Ya][Yb] = 0 
for all a, b. Hence we have ch(Ox( -Ya)) = 1- [Ya], and so 

ch(OyJ = ch(Ox)- ch(Ox(-Ya)) = 1- ch(Ox(-Ya)) = [Ya] 
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Note that c1(E) =-La trace(Ra)[Ya] where Ra = trace(resvJE)). As 
[YJ2 = 0, the complex Newton classes Np(E) vanish for p ;::=: 2. Hence 
the Chern character of E(-Y) is given by 

ch(E( -Y)) = r(E)- :~:)r(E) + trace(Ra))[Ya] 
a 

Consider any piece Ea,i in the direct sum decomposition Elva = Ea,l EB 
... EB Ea,p· Again by [YaJ2 = 0, the Newton classes Np(Ea,i) vanish for 
p ;::=: 1, so Ea,i has Chern character 

ch(Ea,i) = r(Ea,i)ch(OvJ = r(Ea,i)[Ya] 

Moreover, note that trace(Ra) = Li r(Ea,i) aa,i· As Li r(Ea,i) = r(E), 
this gives 

ch(E(-Y)) + Laa,ich(Ea,i) = r(E)(1- [Y]) = r(E)ch(Ox(-Y)) 
a,i 

Multiplying both sides of the above equation by ch(Ox(mH))td(X) 
(where td(X) denotes the Todd class of X) and integrating over X, 
the result follows by the Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch theorem. Q.E.D. 

§4. Moduli of parabolic stable connections 

Given (X, Y) withY = Ua Ya, and rank n, we fix 

(1) along each Ya, eigenvalues (with multiplicities) for residues Ra with 
real parts in [0, 1) (these are constant by Lemma 3.7), 

(2) along each connected component of intersection Ya 1 n ... n Yar> fix 
ranks of intersections of the generalised eigen-subbundles of residues Ra; 
(these ranks are constant by Lemma 3. 7). 

As explained earlier, this fixes all the Newton classes of any E with the 
above data. Let P( m) denote the resulting Hilbert polynomial. 

Proposition 4.1. Let the rank r and residue data be fixed. There 
exists an integer No such that for any Deligne connection of rank r with 
the above data, the following holds for any N ;::=:No: 

{1) The bundle E(N) is generated by global sections, all its higher co
homologies vanish, and all the higher cohomologies of the line bundle 
det(E(N)) vanish. 

{2) The higher cohomologies of the restrictions Elva also vanish. 
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Combining Simpson's method for A-modules with that of Bhosle, Maru
yama, Yokogawa for parabolic bundles converts the moduli problem into 
a quotient problem and into a GIT problem. 

By boundedness there exists N such that E(m) has all higher cohomolo
gies zero for m ~ N, and is generated by global sections. 

Locally universal family 

Fix the rank r and the residual eigenvalues with multiplicities, together 
with ranks of intersections of generalised eigen-subbundles of the Deligne 
connection, as explained above. Let Vx (logY) C Vx consists of oper
ators which preserve I y C 0 x. By intersection with the filtration on 
Vx, this acquires an exhaustive filtration 

0 COx= F 0Vx(logY) c F 1Vx(logY) C ... 

where each FiVx(logY) is an Ox-bimodule (with commutating left and 
right structures), which is Ox-hi-coherent. A logarithmic connections is 
the same as a left Vx (log Y)-module which is coherent and locally free 
over Ox. For any integer i, we denote FiVx(logY) simply by Fi. To 
keep clear whether the left or the right Ox-module structure is used for 
the tensor product, we will use the notation 

Following ideas of Simpson, we construct a locally universal family for 
Deligne connections of rank r with given residual data, parametrised 
by a scheme C, defined as a locally closed subscheme of a certain Quot 
scheme Q. We define Q as the Quot scheme which parametrises left
Ox-linear epimorphisms 

q: pr+l(O, -N)ffiP(N) = pr+lvx(logY) ®ox Ox( -N)ffiP(N) ....... F 

such that F is Ox-coherent with Hilbert polynomial P(m), and where 
N is so chosen (using Proposition 4.1) that for m ~ N, the sheaves 
E(m) and Ea,a(m) are generated by global sections and their higher 
Hi's vanish, and also the same holds for ly times or Ix times the sheaves 
for x EX and the same holds for the Vx(logY)..:subquotient bundles of 
E and Ea,a· 

Let C C Q = Quot:~:.'2(o,-N)EilnjX be the localiy closed subscheme, 
defined by the following conditions (where n = P(N)): 
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(i) :F is locally free (this is an open condition on Q). 

(ii) Consider the hi-Ox-module homomorphism 

We impose the condition that the composite map 

is surjective, and on applying Ox(N) ®ox - followed by H 0 (X,-) it 
induces an isomorphism en--> H 0 (:F(N)) (this is an open condition). 

(iii) pr+l®Ox( -N)n--> :F factors via the surjection 1pr+l ®p: pr+10 
Ox( ~N)n--> pr+l®:F, giving a (uniquely determined) map f..L: pr+10 
:F --> :F, and the product pi 0 FJ --> pi+j for i + j :::; r + 1 is respected 
(closed condition, makes :F a V x (log Y)-module.) 

(iv) Residual eigenvalues are c·orrect (closed condition). 

The scheme C in invariant under the action of SLn and a good quotient 
Cf/SLn, if it exists, is the coarse moduli for Deligne connections with 
given rank and residual eigenvalues. Let cpar ss C C be the open sub
scheme consisting of parabolic semistable bundles. Then we show that 
a good quotient cparss //SLn exists. 

Parabolic polarisation and GIT quotient 

We have a natural embedding of C into a product of Quot schemes 
Qo X Ila,i Qa,i for quotients of the type pr+1(0, -N)fl1n --> E and of 
the type pr+1 (0, -N)fl1n --> Elv/Fa,i+l where Fa,i = ffij?.iEa,i is the 
parabolic filtration. 

We now construct an analog of the Gieseker space (originally due to 
Gieseker, defined in [Ge]), for our extra requirement that we need to 
encode not just a vector bundle E but the logarithmic connection on it. 

The space Z we construct will be the total space of a projective fibration 
Z --> A, where A is a union of certain finitely many components of the 
Picard scheme of X, to define which we first need the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.2. There exists an integer c ~· 0 such that for each 0 :::; 
i :::; r + 1 and for each N, the sheaf Fi(N + c, -N) is generated by its 
global sections. 

Proof. The graded pieces of of the filtration 

0 cOx= F 0 (N + c, -N) c F 1(N + c, -N) c ... c pr+1(N + c, -N) 
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are Symi(Tx(log Y) )(c), which are independent of N. The result follows. 
Q.E.D. 

Note that any quotient pr+1 (0, -N)'ifiP(N) ~ E, which represents a 
C-valued point of Q0 , gives a quotient 

pr+l(N + c, -N)'ifiP(N) ~ E(N +c) 

Let A C Picx;s be the open and closed subscheme which parametrises 
all line bundles on X whose first Chern class is equal to that of det(V) 
where Vis any vector bundle on X with Hilbert polynomial P(N +c). 
By choosing a C-rational point x E X as base point, we get a unique 
Poincare line bundle .C on X x A, trivialised on x x A. Let (PA)*(.C) 
denote its direct image on A under the projection PA : X x A ~ A. 
The sheaf (PA)*(.C) will be a vector bundle by our choice of A, because 
all the higher cohomologies Hi (X, L) for i ;::: 1 vanish for line bundles 
L represented by points of A. Let Z be the projective scheme over A 
defined as 

Z = P [hom(H0 (X, /\r[Fr+l(N + c, -N)'ifiP(N)]) ®c 0 A, (PA)*.C)v] 

= Proj SymoA [ H 0 (X, /\r[Fr+1 (N + c, -N)'ifiP(N)J) ®c (PA*.Ct]. 

The C-valued points of Z over a point a E A are represented by equiva
lence classes of pairs 

where L is a line bundle representing the point a, and ¢ is a non-zero 
linear map. 

There is a natural linear representation of SLn, where n = P(N), on 
the vector space H 0 (X, N[Fr+1(N + c, -N)'ifiP(N)]), which induces an 
action of SLn on the pair (Z, Oz(1)). 

Recall that if :F is a coherent torsion-free sheaf of rank 1 on a non
singular variety X, then there exists (up to isomorphism) a unique pair 
(L, i) consisting of an invertible sheaf Lon X and a homomorphism i : 
:F ~ L which is an isomorphism outside a closed subset of codimension 
;::: 2. The first Chern class of L is equal to that of :F. 

We define a morphism 1/J: Qo ~ Z, by defining a natural transformation 
on functors of points as follows. For any C-scheme S, we have a set map 
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Q0 (S)---* Z(S) sending an S-valued point pr+l(O, -N)EIW(N)IiJOs---* E 
of Q0 to the S-valued point of Z represented by a pair (L, ¢) where 
L is the line bundle det(E(N +c)) corresponding to the torsion free 
sheaf N(E(N + c)) of generic rank 1, and ¢ is the composite map 
H 0 (X, N[Fr+1(N + c, -N)EilP(N)]) ®cOs---* 1rs* N (E(N +c)) 
---* 1rs* det(E(N +c)). 

This map is clearly SLn-equivariant, where n = P(N). 

Proposition 4.3. For all N sufficiently large, the morphism 'lj; : 
C ---* Z is an isomorphism of C with a locally closed subscheme of Z. 

Proof (Sketch) The scheme C represents the functor which asso
ciates to each Sa pair (E, u) where Eisa family ofDeligne connection on 

X X s with prescribed residual eigenvalues data, and u: o~(N) ---* Px *E 
is an isomorphism of vector bundles on S. By the use of flattening strat
ification, it can be seen that Z has a locally closed subscheme C' which 
represents this same functor, such that 'lj; induces natural isomorphism 
of he with he'. (Such a use of the flattening stratification was originally 
made by Grothendieck to construct Hilbert and Quot schemes as locally 
closed subschemes of Grassmannians. Also, Maruyama-Yokogawa use it 
to prove the analogous proposition in [9]). Now the result follows by 
Yoneda lemma. Q.E.D. 

We now define certain Grassmannians Gra,i as follows. Let Pa,i(m) 
denote the Hilbert polynomial of Ely/ Fa,i(E). Let Gra,i be the Grass
mannian of quotients of H 0 (X, pr+l(N + c, -N)EilP(N)) of dimension 
Pa,i(N +c). We have morphisms '!f;a,i : C---* Gra,i which at the level of 
functors of points sends a quotients qs : pr+1(0, -N)EilP(N)IiJOs ---* E 
to the quotient 

Together, these define a morphism 

(J = ('!j;, '!f;a,i): C---* Z X II Gra,i 
a,i 

which is a locally closed embedding, as its composition with the pro
jection on Z is 'lj; which is a locally closed embedding by Proposition 
4.3. (Even though the morphism 'lj; : C ---* Z by itself is a locally closed 
embedding, we need the other factors Gra,i to get the polarisation right 
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in order that parabolic semi-stability of a Deligne connection will corre
spond to GIT semistability of points of Z x fL,i Gra,i)· 

Remark 4.4. Unlike in the moduli construction of [1] or [9], we do 
not have properness of the morphism cparss ____, (Z X fL,i Gra,i) 88 • 

Linearisation of action 

For simplicity, we assume each aa,i is rational. This entails no loss of 
generality, as originally shown in the paper of Mehta-Seshadri [M-S]. Let 
La,i denote the positive generator of Pic(Gra,i)· With respect to these 
line bundles on the factors, give Z x fla,i Gra,i the polarisation 

(P(N + c)/r, Ea,i/J) 

where Ea,i = aa,i+l- Ooa,i fori= 1, .. . £(a) -1 and Ea,e(a) = 1- Ooa,e(a)• 
and J =dim H 0 (X, D). (Except for the presence of the constants c and 
J, the above is the same as the corresponding polarisation in Maruyama
Yokogawa [9] page 94.) In terms of line bundles, our choice of a very 
ample line bundle£ on Z x fla,i Gra,i is any line bundle of the form 

where m 2': 1 is any positive integer which clears all the denominators 
in the above formula. 

The natural action of SLn (where n = P(N)) on Z x fla,i Gra,i lifts to 
the very ample line bundle £. Hence we get open subschemes 

(Z X II Gra,i) 8 C (Z X II Gra,i) 88 C Z X II Gra,i 
a,i a,i a,i 

of GIT-stable and GIT-semistable points. 

At this point, we would ideally like to prove the following: 

4.5. When N is sufficiently large, a Deligne connection E is par
abolic stable (or parabolic semistable) if and only if for any point q : 
pr+ 1 (0, -N)tt!n----> E ofC, the image ()(q) in ZxfL,i Gra,i is CIT-stable 

(or GIT-semistable) with respect to the polarisation (P(N +c)jr, Ea,dJ). 

However, so far we can not prove this in general, but only under the 
additional assumption that we can choose c to be 0, which is the case 
when Tx (logY) is itself generated by global sections. (We expect to be 
able to eventually remove this assumption. One possible method may 
be via the 'triples' introduced by Inaba, Iwasaki and Saito [6].) 
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To prove the above, we calculate the Mumford weights p,('!f;(q),A,£) 
corresponding to limits of orbits under 1-parameter subgroups A of SLn. 

Calculation of Mumford weights 

Lemma 4.6. Let E be a logarithmic connection on (X, Y) of rank 
r, and let F C E be a coherent sub-Ox-module. Let E' C E be the Ox
saturation of the image of pr+l 0 F ----> E. Then E' is a sub Vx (logY)
module of E. 

Proof. This is just Simpson [13] Lemma 3.2. Q.E.D. 

Remark 4.7. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over C 
together with a given linear action of SL(V) on a projective variety 
(Y, 0y(1)). Consider any subspace V' C V. and let dim(V') = n'. 
Choose a direct sum decomposition V = V' E9 V". Let dim(V) = n 
and dim(V') = n' so dim(V") = n- n'. Let A : Gm ----> SL(V) be the 
1-parameter sub group, defined by A(t) = (tn' -n1 V', tn' 1 V" ). Then any 
point y E Y the limit Yo = limt__.0 A(t)y is independent of the choice 
of the supplement V". Moreover, the Mumford weight p,(y, A, 0y(1)) 
(which is by definition the weight of the character by which A acts on the 
fiber of 0y(1) at y0 ) is also independent of the choice of the supplement 
V". 

Let q : pr+l(O, -N) 0 V ----> E be a point of C, where V = en with 
n = P(N). Let '!f;(q) E Z(C) be its image, which is represented by the 
linear map H 0 (X, N(D0V))----> H 0 (X,L) where D = pr+ 1 (N +c, -N) 
and L = det(E(N +c)). Let M' C E be the Ox-submodule which is 
the image of pr+1(0, -N) 0 V' ----> E under q, and let E' c E be the 
Ox-saturation of M'. By Lemmas 4.6 and 3.13, E' is a vector subbundle 
which is a sub-Deligne connection of E. Let r' = rank(E'). 

The decomposition V = V' E9 V" gives a decomposition 

Then as in the theory of Gieseker, the limit limt--+o A(t)'lj;(q) is repre
sented by the point of Z given by the composite C-linear map 

H 0 (X, 1\r(D 0 V)) ----> H 0 (X, 1\r' (D 0 V') 0 1\r-r' (D 0 V")) 

----> H 0 (X,det(E'(N +c)) 0det((E/E')(N +c))) 

As A( t) acts by tn' -n on V' and tn' on V", it acts by the characters 
cr'(n-n') and t<r-r')n' respectively on Ar' (D 0 V') and N' (D 0 V"), 
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and hence it acts by the character F'(n-n')-(r-r')n' on the vector space 
H 0 (X, N' (D 181 V 1 ) 181 N-r' (D 181 V")). This implies the following: 

4.8. Under the action of>., the point 1/J(q) of Z has the Mumford 
weight 

tJ('I/J(q), >., Oz(1)) = r 1n- rn1 

Next, we consider the point B(q) E Z x IL,i Gra,i· For any 1/Ja,i : C-+ 
Gra,i, recall that 1/Ja,i(q) is represented by the quotient 

1/Ja,i(q): H 0 (X,Fr+ 1(N +c,-N)0V)-+ H 0 (X,(Eiy/Fa,i(E))(N +c)) 

where V = en where n = P(N). Let V = V 1 EEl V" and >.the correspond
ing 1-parameter subgroup as above. Then we get limt_.o >.(t)'I/Ja,i(q) to 
be represented by the quotient which is the composite 

This implies the following: 

4.9. If m~,i = dim(1/Ja,iH0 (X, D 181 V 1 )), this gives the value for the 
Mumford weight 

tJ('I/Ja,i(q), >., La,i) = b · (m~,iP(N)- Pa,i(N + c)n1 ) 

where b = h0 (X, D) and Pa,i is the Hilbert polynomial of Ely/ Fa,i(E). 

Remark 4.10. In particular, if E 1 c E is a sub-connection of E, 
and V 1 = H 0 (X, E 1(N)), then for any 1-parameter subgroup>. of SLn 
defined by choosing a splitting V = V 1 EEl V" (where the choice of V" is 
arbitrary), the corresponding Mumford weight is P(N) times 

r(E1 ) 1 0 1 P(N +c) 0 1 

r(E)parx(E,N)-parx(E,N)-h (E(N)) P(N) +h (E(N+c)) 

In particular, when c = 0, the value of the Mumford weight takes the 
simple form 

P(N) (~~~}parx(E,N) -parx(E1,N)) 

Armed with the above calculations 4.8 and 4.9 of Mumford weights, in 
the case where we can take c = 0, the rest of the proof of the state
ment 4.5 is the same as that of the corresponding Proposition 3.4 of 
Maruyama-Yokogawa [9]. 
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The open subscheme (Z X I1a,i Gra,i) 8 C Z x I1a,i Gra,i has a geometric 
quotient M = (Z x I1a,i Gra,i) 8 jSLn. This is the moduli space for 
parabolic stable Deligne connections. 

§5. Regular holonomic modules when Y is smooth 

In this section we consider regular holonomic V-modules whose char
acteristic variety is contained in (X- Y) U Ny,x where Y is a smooth 
divisor. These are not CJ x-coherent in general, so the concept of a 
pre-V-module was introduced in the paper [12] to give an Ox-coherent 
description of these V-modules, much as logarithmic connections give 
an Ox-coherent description of meromorphic connections. We now show 
how to re-define the concept of a pre-V-module and its semi-stability, 
so as to take care of the relationship with the topology of Ny,x, which 
makes the resulting notion of semi-stability (whether ordinary or para
bolic) much more inclusive. 

In this new construction, we have to fix the residual eigenvalues with 
their intersection multiplicities. However, by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4, this 
is automatic whenever the universal topological degrees of the various 
normal bundles are non-zero, which is generally the case in higher di
mensions. Hence this is a very mild restriction. 

The sheaf of rings Vx(logY)jy 

As Vx(logY) preserves ly, we have /yVx(logY) = Vx(logY)ly, 
which is therefore a 2-sided ideal. The quotient ring is the restriction 
Vx (logY) jy, which can be regarded as CJ-module restriction of both the 
left and the right Ox-module Vx(logY) toY. 

Over Y, we have a short-exact sequence 

0 __. C?y __. Tx(logY)jy __. Ty __. 0 

The image of 1 E H 0 (Y,C?y) defines a section e E H 0(Y,Tx(logY)jy), 
which has the following description in local coordinates: if (xi. ... , xd) 
are (analytic or etale) local coordinates on X, with Y locally defined by 
x1 = 0, then e is locally defined as the restriction to Y of the logarithmic 
vector field X 1 (a I ax 1). 

Definition 5.1. The Euler operator is the section ofVx (logY) jy 
over Y which is the image of the above section e E H 0 (Y, Tx(logY)jy) 
under the map induced .by the inclusion Tx(logY) ~ Vx(logY). We 
denote the Euler operator again by e. 
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Remark 5.2. The Euler operator e is central in Vx(logY)IY· This 
fact is easy to verify, and it has the following topological analog: in the 
space Ny,x - Y (or more generally, in the open subset L - Y of the 
total space any complex line bundle L on a base Y (complement of the 
zero section) the fundamental loop in a fiber defines a central element 
of 1r1(L- Y). 

Modules over Vx(logY)IY 

For any Vx(logY)Iy-module F, the induced endomorphism e: F----> F 
will be called the residue endomorphism and it will be denoted by 
res( F). 

Remark 5.3. (1) As e is central, res(F) is Vx(logY)Iy-linear, so 
its eigenvalues are constants (even without compactness ofY). (2) If 
Eisa logarithmic connection on (X, Y), then the restriction F =Ely 
is naturally a Vx (logY) ly-module, and the corresponding residues are 
the same. 

Lemma 5.4. Suppose that Y is smooth, with connected components 
Ya. Let F be an Oy-coherent Vx(logY)Iy-module. Then the following 
holds. 

(1} F is locally free as an Oy-module (but the rank ra of FIYa could vary 
from component to component). 

(2} Let aa,i be the eigenvalues of res(F), and let F = EBFa,i be the 
decomposition into generalised eigensubbundles, with ranks ra,i· Then 
the Chern character of Fa,i is given by 

ch(Fa,i) = ra,iexp(-aa,icl(Ny)) 

In particular, the Hilbert polynomial of Fa,i is of the form x(Fa,i, m) = 
ra,da,i(m) where the polynomial !a,i(m) is independent of Fa,i· 

(3) Each Fa,i is a semi-stable Vx (logY) -module (in both Gieseker and 
J.L sense}. 

Proof. (1) Choose a local trivialization for Ny. Then locally we 
get a flat connection on Fly, showing it is locally free since it is given 
to be Oy-coherent. 

(2) The pull-back ofF to the total space of Ny becomes a logarithmic 
connection on (Ny, Y). Now the earlier result about logarithmic con
nections applies to give the Chern character of the pull-back of F on 
the total space of Ny, and the result follows by restricting to the zero 
section of Ny. 
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(3) Any Oya -coherent Vx (log Y)-submodule of Fa,i will be a vector sub
bundle, with the same residual eigenvalue. Hence the result follows from 
the description of its Hilbert polynomial given by (2). Q.E.D. 

Pre-V-modules on (X, Y), semistability 

The following is our modified definition of a pre-V-module. Here the 
modification is minor, the main modification is in the definition of semi
stability (Definition 5. 7). 

Definition 5.5. Let Y be a smooth divisor on the A pre-V
module on (X, Y) is a tuple (E, F, s, t) where 

(i) Eisa Deligne connection on (X, Y), 

(ii) F is an Oy-coherent Vx (logY) ly-module on Y such that any eigen
value of res( F) has real part in [0, 1). 

(iii) s : F -t Ely and t : Ely -t Fare Vx (log Y)-linear with st =res( E) 
and ts = res(F). 

Remark 5.6. It follows from the above that the Vx (log Y)-linear 
homomorphisms s and t are isomorphisms on generalised eigensubbun
dles of res for all eigenvalues >. =/= 0. 

Definition 5. 7. We call pre-V-module (E, F, s, t) semistable (re
spectively, parabolic semistable) if the Deligne connection E is semi
stable (respectively, parabolic semistable) as a Vx (log Y)-module as de
fined in [10] (respectively, with its natural parabolic structure as defined 
earlier). 

Remark 5.8. The difference in this new definition and the old one 
of [12] is that now we do not put any semistability condition on the 
Vx(logY)Iy-module F, while earlier we had demanded that F should 
be semistable as a Vx(logY)Iy-module. 

Relation with V-modules 

We now describe how a pre-V-module gives rise to a V-module. Let 
(E,F,s,t) be a pre-V-module on (X,Y). Then we get a Vx(logY)
submodule 

E EBs F c E EB F 

which by definition consists of all local sections (u,v) with uly = s(v). 
As s is Vx (logY) ly-linear, this condition indeed defines a Vx (logY)
submodule of E EB F. 
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Now let Mo = E and M1 = Ox(Y)®ox (EtBsF). As Ox (Y) is naturally 
a left Dx(logY)-module, the tensor product M1 = Ox(Y)®ox (EtBsF) 
has a left Dx (log Y)-module structure given by putting 

where ~, p, and q ar.e local sections respectively of T x (logY), 0 x (Y) 
and E ffis F. We have a Dx (log Y)-linear inclusion M 0 <--+ M1 defined 
by 

u f--> x- 1 ®(xu, 0) 

We now define a C-linear sheaf homomorphism V': M 0 ---> n_k ® M1 by 
putting 

V' 11 (u) = x- 1 ® ( (x17)(u), 1J(x)t(uiY)) 

for any local section 1] of the tangent sheaf Tx. This is compatible 
with given Dx (log Y)-structures, in the sense that if 1] is a section of 
Tx(logY) c Tx, then V' 17 (u) equals the image of 17(u) E Mo under the 
inclusion Mo <--+ M1. 

Finally, we define M to be the left Dx module which is the quotient 
of Dx ®vx(logY) M1 by its submodule generated by all elements of the 
type 1] ® u- 1 ® 1J(u). 

Proposition 5.9. Given any pre-V-module (E, F, s, t), the asso
ciated Dx-module M is regular holonomic, with characteristic variety 
contained in Cx,Y. The following properties hold. 

(i) The module M is a non-singular connection if and only ifF= 0. 

(ii) The module M is a meromorphic connection if and only if E =1- 0 
and s: F---> Ely is an isomorphism. 

(iii) The module M is set-theoretically supported on Y if and only if 
E=O. 

Moreover, given any regular holonomic Dx-module N with characteristic 
variety contained in Cx,Y, there exists (up to unique isomorphism) a 
unique pre-V-module (E, F, s, t) such that the associated Dx-module M 
is isomorphic to N. 

Proof (Sketch, also see [11]) The module M has a filtration pi M 
which is 'good' with respect to the filtration Fiz:>x of Dx, defined 
by F 0M = M 0 , F 1M = M1, and FiM = (Fi-1z:>x)M1 fori ;::::: 2. 
The associated graded module over Sym*(Tx) shows that M is regu
lar holonomic with the characteristic variety contained in Cx,Y. The 
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statements (i), (ii), (iii) are clear from the construction of M. The 
backward passage from a 'Dx-module to a pre-'D-module is via the ex
istence of a V-filtration (which due to Malgrange [7] and Verdier [V]) 
... Vi(M) c Vi+ 1(M) ... on M, which is a certain filtration by Ox
coherent 'Dx(logY)-modules. In terms of V-filtration, we put E = 
V 0 (M), F = V 1(M)IV0 (M), and define s and t as the maps locally 
induced by X and 8l8x, where X is a local defining equation for Y. 
The construction of a V-filtration depends on the choice of a funda
mental domain in C for the exponential map z f-oot exp(27riz). If we 
define the fundamental domain by the condition that 0 ::::; Re(z) < 1, 
then both E = V 0 (M) and F = V 1(M)IV0 (M) will have all real parts 
of residual eigenvalues in [0, 1) as desired, showing that (E, F, s, t) is a 
pre-'D-module as in Definition 5.5. Q.E.D. 

Remark 5.10 Infinitesimal rigidity As a consequence of infin
itesimal rigidity for Deligne construction (see [10]), a pre-'D-module 
(E, F, s, t) does not admit any nontrivial infinitesimal deformation such 
that the associated 'Dx-module is constant. 

Moduli construction 

A family (E, F, s, t)s of pre-'D-modules parametrised by a complex 
scheme S will consist of a family of Deligne connections E parametrised 
by S, a vector bundle F on Y x S equipped with a structure of a 
'Dxxs;s(Y x S) lvxs-module with all real parts ofresidual eigenvalues in 
[0, 1), and 'Dxxs;s(Y x S)lvxs-linear homomorphisms s: F--+ Elvxs 
and t: Elvxs--+ F with st = res(E) and ts = res(F). 

We now fix the ranks of E and F, and the residual eigenvalues of E 
with their multiplicities (in other words, the characteristic polynomial 
of res(E) is fixed). This automatically fixes the characteristic polyno
mial of res(F) by Remark5.6. Note that by [10], there exists a quasi
projective scheme S over C parametrising a locally universal family of 
semistable logarithmic connections, together with the action of a reduc
tive algebraic group G such that a good quotient S I I G exists in the sense 
of GIT, and is the moduli of semistable logarithmic connections. The 
scheme U has a closed subscheme R where the the characteristic poly
nomial of res(E) is the given one, and this subscheme is invariant under 
the action G. Hence a good quotient Rl IG exists, and it is the moduli 
of Deligne connections. Similarly, by the theory of A-modules developed 
in [13], there exists a quasi-projective schemeR' over C parametrising a 
locally universal family of semistable 'Dx (logY) lv-modules on which the 
action of the Euler operator e is nilpotent, together with the action of a 
reductive algebraic group G' such that a good quotient R' I IG exists in 
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the sense of GIT, and is the moduli of semistable Vx(logY)Iy-modules 
with given residual eigenvalues. The extra data (s, t) is parametrised by 
a scheme V which is affine over R x R', such that there is a natural lift 
of G x G'-action to U. By Ramanathan's lemma, a good quotient M 
exists. By its construction, M is coarse moduli for semistable pre-V
modules (E, F, s, t) with given ranks and residues. By construction, this 
is a quasi-projective scheme over <C. 

If a moduli for parabolic semistable Deligne constructions is obtained 
as a good GIT quotient as above, then a similar construction will give 
the moduli for parabolic semistable pre-V-modules (E, F, s, t) with given 
ranks and residues. 

Points of the moduli 

Proposition 5.11. The closed points of the moduli scheme of semi
stable pre-V-modules bijectively correspond to isomorphism classes of 
Vxcmodules of the form 

where E is a polystable Deligne connection on (X, Y), j,+(Eix-Y) is 
the minimal prolongation of the Vx_y-module Elx-Y to a Vx-module, 
i : Y --+ X is the closed embedding of Y in X, W is a semisimple non
singular integrable connection on Y, and i+(W) is the Dx-module which 
is the direct image {in the sense ofV-modules) of the Vy-module W. 

Remark 5.12. Let E' be kernel of E --+ coker(res(E)), which is 
an elementary transform of E in the sense of Maruyama [8]. Then 
j,+(Eix-Y) is the Vx-sub-module of j*(Eix-Y) generated by Ox(Y) ® 
E'. 

Proof of 5.11: Any Deligne connection E gives rise to a pre-V
module 

PE = (E, im(res(E)), BE, res(E)) 

where im(res(E)) C Ely is naturally a sub-Vx(logY)Iy-module with 
inclusion ()E: im(res(E)) ~Ely, and res(E): Ely--+ im(res(E)) is the 
map induced by res(E) :Ely--+ Ely. 

Similarly, an integrable connection W on Y corresponds to a pre-V
module 

Qw = (0, W,O,O) 

In terms of the correspondence between pre-V-modules and V-modules, 
to prove the above proposition we have to show that the closed points 
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of M are in bijection with the isomorphism classes of pre-V~modules of 
the type 

PE EBQw 

where E is a polystable Deligne connection with the given rank and 
residual eigenvalues, and W is an integrable connection on Y. 

Note that closed orbits in R and R' exactly correspond to polystable 
modules, which in the case of (non-singular) connections on Y means 
those which are semi-simple (monodromy is completely reducible). So 
the set of isomorphism classes of pre-V-modules of the type PE EB Qw, 
where E is polystable and W semisimple, injects into the set of closed 
points of the moduli. It remains to show that these are all the points. 

For this, given any pre-V-module (E, F, s, t), let W' = ker(s) with in
clusion a : W' ~ F and W" = im(s)/ im(res(E)) with quotient map 
(3 : im(s) -+ W". These vector bundles on Y which are Vy-modules, 
and the maps a and (3 are Vx(logY)Iy-linear. We have the following 
commutative diagram with short-exact columns. 

0 -+ W' -+ 0 

! ad ! 
Ely 

t F t 
Ely -+ -+ 

II s! II 

Ely 
res(E) 

im(s) Ely -+ ~ 

This allows us to construct a family of pre-V-modules parametrised 
by the affine line Ab, which outside the origin is the constant fam
ily corresponding to (E, F, s, t) and at origin restricts to (0, W', 0, 0) EB 
(E,im(s),v,res(E)) where v: im(s) ~Ely is the inclusion. 

Next, we have the commutative diagram with short-exact columns 

Ely 
res( E) 

-+ im(res(E)) ~ Ely 

II ! ! 
Ely 

s 
im(s) Ely -+ ~ 

! t1! ! 
0 -+ W" -+ 0 

Therefore there exists a family of pre-V-modules parametrised by Ab, 
which outside the origin is the constant family (E, im(s), v, res(E)) and 
at origin restricts to (E, im(res(E)), ()e, res( E)) EB (0, W", 0, 0) where by 
definition ()E: im(res(E)) ~Ely is the inclusion. 
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Hence by the separatedness of the quasi-projective moduli scheme M, 
it follows that the original semistable pre-'D-module (E, F, s, t) and the 
semistable pre-'D-module (E, im(res(E)), ()E, res( E)) EB (0, W' EB W", 0, 0) 
are represented by the same point of M. 

Next, let 0 C E 1 C ... C Ec = E be an S-filtration of E, that is, the 
Ei are sub Deligne connections which have the same reduced Hilbert 
polynomial as E. Let Gr(E) be the associated graded Deligne con
nection. Hence there exists a 1-parameter family of logarithmic con
nections which is generically E and restricts to Gr(E) at the origin. 
This gives a 1-parameter family of pre-'D-modules which is generically 
(E, im(res(E)), (),res( E)) and restricts at the origin to the object 
(Gr(E), Gr(im(res(E)), Gr(BE), Gr(res(E))). In turn the latter deforms 
to a pre-'D-module 

(Gr(E), im(res(Gr(E)) ), Bcr(E), res(Gr(E))) EB (0, W"', 0, 0) 

where by definition Bcr(E) : im(res(Gr(E))) '----+ Gr(E)IY is the inclusion 
(which does not equal Gr(BE) in general). 

If W is the semisimplification of W' EB W" EB W'", then it follows that 
(E, F, s, t) is represented by the closed point corresponding to the poly
stable pre-'D-module Pcr(E) EB Qw. This completes the proof of the 
proposition. Q.E.D. 

§6. Case of a normal crossing divisor 

In this last section, we consider the general case where Y is a normal 
crossing divisor. To carry out the general theory, it is not necessary to 
assume that the irreducible components of Y are smooth. We can in that 
case set up a system of finite etale Galois covers of the normalisations 
of the closures of the strata defined by Y as in [11], and carry out the 
discussion below. However, just to keep the notation simple in this arti
cle, we make the assumption that Y is the union of two smooth divisors 
Y = Y1 U Y2, which intersect transversely along Z = Y1 n Y2 which is a 
smooth connected co dimension 2 subvariety of X. This simplified situa
tion is already adequate to exhibit the changes we make in the definition 
of pre-'D-modules and in the definition of their semistability. 

Let e1 E H 0(Y1, 'Dx(logY))IY1 and e2 E H 0(Y2, 'Dx(logY))IY2 denote 
the respective Euler operators. Any point of Z has an analytic or 
etale coordinate neighbourhood in X with coordinates x1 , ... , Xd ( d = 

dim(X)) in which Y is defined by x 1x 2 = 0. Then e 1 is locally defined 
by x1(ojoxl) and e2 is defined by x2(ojox2). 
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We are now ready to state the new definition of a pre-D-module and its 
semi-stability, in the above simple set-up. 

Definition 6.1. A pre-'D-module on (X, Y) consists of the fol
lowing data, satisfying certain conditions. 

(1) A 'Dx(logY)Iy-module Eon (X, Y), Dx(logY)-modules F1 and F2 
on Y1 and Y2, and a 'Dx(logY)Iy-module G on (X, Y) such that Eisa 
vector bundle on X, H and F2 are vector bundles on Y1 and Y2, and G 
is a vector bundle on Z. 

(2) For a= 1,2, we are given Dx(logY))Iya-linear maps Sa: Fa----+ EIYa 
and ta : Elya ___, Fa. 

(3) For a= 1,2, we are given Dx(logY))Iz-linear maps s~: G----+ Falz 
and t~: Falz----+ G. 

The above data should satisfy the following conditions: 

(4) Consider the endomorphism resa(E) of EIYa induced by ea, the en
domorphism resa(Fa) of Fa induced by ea, the endomorphism resb(Fa) 
of Falz induced by eb for a i= b, and the endomorphism of resa(G) of 
G induced by ea, for a = 1, 2. All the eigenvalues of these generalised 
residue endomorphisms should have their real parts in [0, 1). (In partic
ular, E is a Deligne connection.) 

(5) We should have Sata = resa(E), tasa = resa(Fa), s~t~ = resb(Fa) for 
a i= b, and t~s~ = resb(G). 

(6) The following commutativity conditions should hold over Z for a i= b: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(sblz)os~ 

t~ o (talz) 

s~ o t~ 

(salz) o s~ : G----+ Elz 

t~ o (tblz) : Elz ___, G 

(tblz) o (salz) : Falz ___, Fblz 

We say that a pre-D-module as defined above is semi-stable if the 
following two conditions hold: 

(1) The logarithmic connection E is semistable. 

(2) The generalised eigensubbundle Fa,o C Fa for eigenvalue 0 ofresa(Fa) 
is a semistable 'Dx (logY) IYa -module for a= 1, 2. 

Remark 6.2. The intersection G0 of the generalised eigensub
bundles of G for eigenvalue 0 under resa(G) and resb(G) (which is in
deed a vector subbundle by integrability) is automatically a semistable 
'Dx (logY) lz-module. 
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Relation with 'D-modules 

A regular holonomic 'D-module M on X whose characteristic variety 
is contained in Cx,Y corresponds uniquely to a pre-'D-module as de
fined above. Over a polydisk, this is essentially the content of the main 
theorem of the paper of Galligo, Granger, Maisonobe [5]. This is best 
expressed in terms of a V-filtration on M (see Section 4.3, page 16 [11]), 
which actually produces a pre-'D-module as defined above (only the new 
definition of a pre-'D-module was missing earlier!). 

Again, this bijective correspondence is infinitesimally rigid as shown in 
[11]. 

Construction of moduli 

We fix the ranks of E, Fa, G and also the characteristic polynomi
als of the various residue endomorphisms resa(E), resa(Fa), resb(Fa), 
and resa (G), and the dimensions of intersections of their generalised 
eigensubbundles. In particular, this fixes the Hilbert polynomials of the 
bundles E, Fa, G, and those of the generalised eigensubbundles of the 
various residues. 

By the theory of Simpson of moduli for A-modules together with the 
Lemma 3.13 above, there exist the following: 

(1) A quasi-projective scheme R together with action of a reductive 
algebraic group H and a locally universal family of Ox-locally free 
semistable 'Dx (log Y)-modules E with prescribed residual eigenvalues 
for resa(E) over Ya and prescribed ranks for intersection of generalised 
eigensubbundles of resa(E) and resb(E) over Z, with lift of H-action to 
the family, such that a good quotient Rl I H exists, which is the moduli 
of semistable Deligne connections on (X, Y) for the prescribed residual 
data. 

(2) For a= 1, 2, a quasi-projective schemeR~ with action of a reductive 
algebraic group H~, with a locally family of Oya -locally free semistable 
'Dx(logY)-modules E with resa(Fa) nilpotent, and prescribed residual 
eigenvalues for resb(Fa) over Z and prescribed ranks for intersection of 
generalised eigensubbundles of resa(Fb,o) and resb(Fa,o) over Z, with lift 
of H-action to the family, such that a good quotient R~l I Ha exists, 
which is the moduli of Oya -locally free semistable 'Dx (log Y)-modules 
for the given residual data. 

(3) A quasi-projective schemeR" together with action of reductive alge
braic groups H" and a locally universal family of Oz-locally free semi
stable 'Dx (log Y)-modules Go such that resa(G) is nilpotent for a= 1, 2, 
with lift of H"-action to the family, such that a good quotient R" I I H" 
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exists, which is the moduli of Oz-locally free semistable Dx(logY)
modules Go for the given residual data. 

Over the product U = R x R~ x R~ x R", we have an scheme V with 
an affine morphism to U and a natural lift of the action of K = H x 
Hf x H~ x H", such that V parametrises a locally universal family 
of semistable pre-D-modules with the prescribed residual data. Then 
Vj / K (a good quotient which exists by Ramanathan's iemma) is the 
desired moduli scheme M for semi-stable pre-D-modules. It is quasi
projective over C by its construction. 

A description of the points of M, analogous to that of Proposition 5.11 
is possible also in the general case, and a description of the tangent 
space to the moduli functor in terms of certain hypercohomologies can 
be given. 

Remark 6.3. As over any perverse sheaf we have at most one semi
stable pre-D-module in the new sense, which moreover is infinitesimally 
rigid as before, the Riemann-Hilbert morphism from M to the moduli 
of perverse sheaf is an open embedding. It can fail to be surjective as 
semistability is not automatic for pre-D-modules. 
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